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HAVIT H2033d Gaming Headphones (Black)
Immerse  yourself  in  the  gaming  world  with  the  latest  HAVIT  H2033d  headphones,  which  combine  ergonomic  design  with  exceptional
sound quality. These massive yet elegantly designed headphones are created to provide unparalleled acoustic experiences while offering
reliable comfort and durability. Perfect for gamers who value quality, style, and functionality.
 
Adjustable Headband
The adjustable headband of HAVIT H2033d headphones is synonymous with comfort. With the ability to customize the width, every user
can  perfectly  fit  the  headphones  to  their  head,  ensuring  comfort  even  during  extended  gaming  sessions.  This  feature  makes  the
headphones ideal for different user groups, from younger gamers to adult gaming enthusiasts.
 
Foldable Design
The foldable design of  HAVIT H2033d headphones is  not only practical  but also enhances their  durability.  It  makes transportation and
storage easier, making them an ideal choice for frequent travelers. The ability to fold the headphones also protects them from damage
when not in use, and their compact form makes them easy to fit in any backpack or bag.
 
Omnidirectional Microphone
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The  omnidirectional  microphone  in  the  H2033d  model  ensures  crystal-clear  communication,  which  is  crucial  in  team-based  games.  It
provides  clear  voice  transmission  without  unnecessary  interference,  which  is  invaluable  during  strategic  gameplay.  As  a  result,  this
feature is particularly appreciated by players who rely on precise and effective in-game communication.
 
Massive Straight Design
The massive yet straightforward design of H2033d headphones emphasizes their solid construction. This feature combines minimalism
and durability,  creating a product that withstands the test of  time and intense use.  The headphones'  massiveness also translates into
sound quality, providing deep bass and clear tones that are essential for a full gaming experience.
 
Speaker Size - 50mm
The 50mm speaker size in H2033d headphones guarantees unmatched sound quality. Large speakers allow for the reproduction of rich
and detailed sounds, which is crucial when playing the latest games. As a result, users can experience full acoustic depth, significantly
enhancing the quality of gameplay and gaming experiences.
 
 
BrandHavitModelH2033dColorBlackMicrophone  TypeOmnidirectionalSpeaker  Size⌀50mmImpedance20Ω±15%Speaker
Sensitivity121dB±3dBFrequency  Response20Hz-20kHzMicrophone⌀6.0x5.0mmMicrophone  Sensitivity-38dB±3dBCable
Length2.2m±10%Plug3.5mmFoldable DesignYes

Price:

Before: € 23.9973

Now: € 20.50
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